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Abstract

Ion propulsion systems

The implementation of ion propulsion on the 3-axis
stabilized geostationary spacecraft EUROSTAR is described. The primary purpose of ion propulsion is to
perform North-South station-keeping. Several thruster
configurations are examined and an orbit analysis is
performed. The impacts on the spacecraft of the ion
propulsion system are reviewed

Three types of ion propulsion systems have been considered for implementation on EUROSTAR : Melco
25 mN thruster, MBB RIT-10 and RAE UK-10 10
mN thrusters all working with Xenon propellant. By
comparison with the usual hydrazine or bipropellant
thrusters, ion thrusters have a much lower thrust requiring longer thrust durations to obtain the same orbital effects and higher power requirements (from 330
to 750 W per thruster). The main characteristics of
the thrusters are given in the following table.
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Very early in the space era, ion propulsion has been
considered as a viable solution for missions requiring

Supplier
Technology

large velocity increments such as interplanetary mis-

Power/Thrust (W/mN)
29.7
43
33
Specific impulse (s)
2900
3000
3500
B : electron bombardmentR : radio frequency

sions. The major advantage of ion propulsion being
the high specific impulse attainable : around 3000 sec

, 10 times more than the specific impulse of chemical
propellant such as hydrazine or conventional bipropellant.
In the early seventies, studies were made to apply ion
propulsion to geostationary missions but no commer-

cial satellite was flown with ion propulsion. Because of
advances in ion propulsion technology and increased
lifetime required from telecommunications satellites,
.
renewed interest has been shown in recent years towards ion propulsion for geostationary spacecraft.
Once on station, for a usual telecommunication satellite, North-South station-keeping takes more than 90
% of the total velocity requirements to keep the spacecraft inside its station-keeping window, consequently
North-South station-keeping is the primary candidate
for use of ion propulsion.
In this paper, we present the implementation of ion
propulsion for North-South station-keeping on the EUROSTAR spacecraft. This spacecraft has been deBAe fr
for ts
telecommunications
and
signed by MATRA
d A
by ad
M Be
missions in geostationary orbit and has been selected
for the INMARSAT 2 and TELECOM 2 missions. It
is designed with a combined propulsion system using
bipropellant (MMH/NTO) for orbit and attitude control functions. In our implementation we assume that
orbit and attitude control functions other than NorthSouth station-keeping remain performed when necessary by the nominal propulsion system.
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Together with the thruster units a ion proplusion subsystem includes power processing units, flow control
units, pipework and tanks.

Possible thruster configurations
The accommodation of ion
The accommodation of ion
stationary spacecraft must
stationary spacecraft must
constraints

thrusters on a 3-axis geothrusters on a 3-axis geotake into
account several
take into account several

constraints :

1. the primary component of the thrust must be
along the North-South axis to perform inclination
control,
2. the effect of thrust in the orbit plane must be negligible or average out,
3. the torques induced by ion thrusters must be as
small as possible,
4. the plume impingement on other elements of the
b
s
m
spacecraft must be minimized,

5. the ion thrusters must avoid as much as possible
to take room where payloads are usually located,
6. the beam of particles from the thrusters must be
kept away from the payload to avoid electrical interference.

because the eccentricity will grow due to the tangential component of the thrust.

Two main options exist to implement the ion thrusters
which satisfy the first constraint : either in the pitchroll plane or in the pitch-yaw plane.

3. use of (3) and (4) alternatively; this configuration
violates the fifth and sixth constraint and take
space on the Earth-facing platform.

Thrusters in pitch-roll plane
According to the configuration of figure 1, all thrusters
have their thrust vector in the X-Y plane and a cant
angle a, wrt the North-South direction. Several combinations of thrusters can be used :

4. use of (1) and (2) alternatively; this configuration
is the best among those considered here.The two
thrusters are located on the Z- face which is usually less busy than the other faces of the spacecraft
allowing to put both thrusters and associated electronic units in the same location, it uses only one
thruster at a time and the effect of thrust in the
orbit plane can be shown to be negligible (see Orbit analysis).

1. use of (1) and (2) (resp. (3) and (4)) at the same
time; this creates a pure North-South thrust and
no effect in the orbit plane. This configuration has
the drawback of requiring when thrust is applied
twice the power of a single thruster, putting additional strain on the power subsystem; furthermore
the location of the thrusters towards X+ or X- can The configuration selected for EUROSTAR is a twocreate interference problems with the payload.
thruster configuration with thrust vectors in the pitch2. use of (2) and (3) (resp. (1) and (4)) alternatively; yaw plane. The thrusters are located on the Z- face
this configuration violates the second constraint with a cant angle wrt the North-South direction of
because the longitude drift will increase due to the about 45 deg.
tangential component of the thrust.
North
3. use of(l) and (3) (resp. (2) and (4)) alternatively;
this configuration violates the second constraint
because the eccentricity will grow due to the tangential component of thrust.
Earth
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Fig. 2. Thrusters in pitch-yaw plane.
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Fig. 1. Thrusters in pitch-roll plane.
Thrusters in pitch-yaw plane
In the configuration of figure 2 all thrusters have their
thrust vector in the Y-Z plane and the same cant angle a, (ae is about 45 deg for EUROSTAR). Several
combinations of thrusters can be used:
1. use of (1) and (4) (resp. (2) and (3)) at the same
time; it has the same advantages and drawbacks as
the first combination of the preceding paragraph
with the thrusters (3) and (4) occupying valuable
space on the Earth-facing platform.
2. use of (1) and (3) (resp. (2) and (4)) alternatively;
this configuration violates the second constraint
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Fig. 3. Average motion of the inclination vector.
The selected configuration implies to perform two
North-South corrections daily 180 degrees apart on
the orbit. We adopt the classical North-South stationkeeping strategy which is to compensate only the secular drift of the inclination.For this strategy, the typical
evolution of the inclination vector including corrections
is shown in figure 3 ( the inclination vector is in the

direction of the ascending node of the orbit and has a successive corrections are performed at right ascensions
magnitude equal to the inclination). The average in- s 180 deg apart. The amplitude of the longitude libraclination vector describes a circle with a period of half tion due to the daily eccentricity variation is about
10- 3 deg which is negligible compared to the size of
a year.
the East-West window (0.1 deg).
Orbital locations of the corrections
The effect on longitude accumulates each time a NorthdeThe orbital location of the North-South corrections
pends on the desired correction A to the inclination south correction is performed and is equivalent to a
vector according to figure 4 where s is the right ascen- drift of the spacecraft wrt the station. The magnitude
of this drift is about 5 10- 3 deg/day towards the East
sion of the correction,
for a thruster cant angle of 45 deg. To compensate for
this drift, the mean altitude of the spacecraft is raised
't
by about 400 m thus creating a drift in the opposite
.
direction. This increase in altitude does not have a significant impact on the mission.
S

Fig. 4. Geometry of inclination correction.
Because the secular drift of the inclination vector has
a quasi-fixed direction in an inertial frame, the correction of inclination will be performed at a quasi-fixed
position on the orbit with respect to an inertial frame.
The direction of the secular drift is almost perpendicular to the equinox and varies from 81.2 deg to 98.8 deg
wrt 7so. Consequently, the North-South corrections
will be performed at orbital locations corresponding to
an angle of 270 deg ± 8.8 deg or 90 deg - 8.8 deg from
-Tso depending on which thruster is used.Because of the
finite thrust of the ion thrusters,the thrust location is
spread around the optimal location and the thrust duration is a few hours at each correction.
We note that with this strategy a North-South correction is not necessarily performed around the ascending
or descending node of the orbit: the ascending node
rotates with a period of half a year while the NorthSouth correction remains approximately fixed wrt an
inertial frame.

Evolution of orbital elements
The evolution of the orbital elements due to natural
perturbations and to North-south station-keeping maneuvers has been simulated over a period of two weeks
and is shown on figure 5. The period of two weeks
has been selected because it is the nominal delay between two successive East-West maneuvers which are
performed with the nominal bi-propellant thrusters.
North-South corrections and eclipses
As mentioned above, the orbital location of the NorthSouth corrections is always quasi-perpendicular to the
line of equinoxes, so that a correction is never performed during eclipse.

Implementation on EUROSTAR
platform

Two implementations have been realized corresponding to two versions of the EUROSTAR spacecraft. The
first implementation is on EUROSTAR 2000 and more
specifically applied to the SAT2 mission (with a launch
mass of about 2100 kg). This mission is part of an ESA
program currently in phase B destined to experiment
new types of payloads. For this mission it was required
Effect of radial AV
The radial AV induced by the cant angle of the to use both a 10 mN MBB thruster and a 10 mN RAE
thrusters has impacts on the drift and eccentricity of thruster. The second implementation is on a version
the orbit. For a given velocity increment AVR in the corresponding to the INTELSAT VII class of spaceradial direction, we have the following variations in the craft (with a launch mass of about 3000 kg).
A general view of the two configurations is shown on
eccentricity vector and longitude:
figure 6. In both configurations, the thrusters and electronic units are located on the Z- face opposite the
SAVR
V
ns
Earth. In the INTELSAT VII version, two Xenon
tanks are also located on the Z- face, while, for the
AV
SAT2 configuration, there is only one Xenon tank loAey = cos s
cated inside the central tube above the apogee engine.
Vs
Because of the larger spacecraft mass in the INTELAl= 2 AVR
SAT VII configuration, a thrust level of 25mN was seVs
where Vs is the geosynchronous velocity.The effect on lected (Melco thruster) in order to reduce the thrust
eccentricity averages to zero over one day because two duration and the efficiency loss caused by non-optimal
219
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EUROSTAR 2000 : SRT2 configuration

INTELSAT UII class configuration

Fig. 6. Implementation of ion propulsion subsystem on EUROSTAR
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thrust location. For INTELSAT VII, the thrust duration is about 2 hours twice a day. The thrust level of
10 mN for the SAT2 mission leads to a thrust duration
of about 3 hours twice a day.

* use of a mono-axis mechanism on which the
thruster is mounted to redirect the thrust vector
and compensate part of the disturbing torques.
* use of a two-axis mechanism to redirect the thrust

vector trough the c.o.m. and reduce the disturb-

Impacts on the attitude control

subsystem

ing torques to a acceptable level for the baseline
attitude control concept.

The main impact on the attitude control subsystem The mass impacts of each of these solutions are summais through disturbing torques generated by the ion rized in the following table for the Intelsat VII mission
thrusters during station-keeping maneuvers.The thrust and a 10-year operation of the ion propulsion.
vector of each thruster nominally goes through the center of mass of the spacecraft. The disturbing torques
tears 10
Dr Mass Consumption
are determined by two factors:
Dry Mass
Consumption
10 years
* center of mass offsets: the c.o.m. position will be
known prior to launch with an accuracy of a few
millimeters. Moreover the c.o.m. position on station is a function of the bipropellant mass remaining and of its position; as the bipropellant system is not used for North-South station-keeping
during the operation of the ion propulsion system, the bipropellant mass variation is very limited consequently the steady-state c.o.m. shift will
be small. There is also a transient motion of the
c.o.m. when ion thrust is applied due to sloshing, the magnitude of the motion depends on the
bipropellant tanks geometry and filling ratio: for
the EUROSTAR platform it is under 5mm.
* thrust vector misalignments: thruster performance usually guarantee that the thrust will remain within a 1 degree angle cone. This toler-

Control
thrusters

0 kg

i axis mechanism

7kg
11 k

2 axis mechanism

10 kgear
4.5 kg/year
0 kg/year

100
100 kg
52 kg
11 kg

The third solution with 2-axis mechanisms has been
selected for the EUROSTAR spacecraft.
The EUROSTAR attitude control system is based on a
0 DOF concept with no yaw measurement in the baseline normal mode. The yaw measurement necessary
to estimate the yaw disturbing torque created by the
ion thrusters will be performed by gyros; to take into
account gyro lifetime demonstrated during tests and
failure rates, six yaw gyros (instead of two for usual
bipropellant station-keeping) will be necessary to cover
a 10-year operation of the ion propulsion subsystem.
This is the only modification to the baseline attitude
control subsystem.

ance covers mechanical mounting and thrust vec-

Impacts on other subsystems

tor orientation wrt the mechanical axes. Although
this orientation might be considered as stable, it
has been thought necessary to consider it was not
possible to have a full compensation by prelaunch
trimming.

Power subsystem
Po**r

In the case of the Intelsat VII mission, the RSS sum
of the disturbing torques gives about 0.65 mN on the
roll axis and 0.45 mN on the pitch and yaw axes. The
baseline concept for attitude control of EUROSTAR
on-station is "solar sailing" where the solar torques are
compensated by differential rotation of the two solar
wings. This concept cannot cope with the torque levels
due to ion propulsion. To compensate for these torques
several options were considered:
* use the basic attitude control thrusters. This
will create a very large bipropellant consumption
which must take into account the compensation
of the attitude disturbances as well as the orbital disturbances induced by the attitude control
thrusters. Furthermore the required number of
thruster actuations will raise problems of thruster
qualification.
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Fig. 7. Ion propulsion power profile.
-

The ion propusion power profile is shown on figure 7.
The ons
sh
are
oe p
, for the SAT2 configuration, Pma, = 490W,P,n, =
120W,AT = 3 hours,
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* for the INTELSAT VII configuration, P,,m
750W,P,,i = 280W,AT = 2 hours.

=

With the above power profile, the nominal power subsystem of SAT2 do not need any modification because
the use of a recurrent solar array (from the TELECOM2 program) provides sufficient solar array margin
to cover the needs of ion propulsion without having to
use the batteries.
On the contrary, in the INTELSAT VII configuration,
the energy requirement lead to unacceptable battery
cycling ; consequently a fifth solar panel dedicated to
ion propulsion was added to each wing providing for
the total power requirement of ion propulsion.
The impacts on the power subsystem depend very
much on electrical energy management strategy, margins available from the solar array and batteries capacity. Consequently each mission will use different solutions to accommodate the extra power requirements of
ion propulsion.
Thermal subsystem
As for the power subsytem, the impacts on the thermal
subsystem depend on the level of thrust used. The bseline passive thermal concept of the EUROSTAR spacecraft has been kept for the ion propulsion subsytem.
Both for the SAT2 and the INTELSAT VII configuration, the heat generated by the electronic units is
rejected by quartz mirror radiators (SSM) of the same
type used for the North and South faces of the spacecraft. Heaters are installed to insure a minimum startup temperature for electronic units in non-operating
phases and in shadow. Furthermore in the case of the
INTELSAT VII configuration, heat pipes are mounted
between the units and the radiating surfaces to ensure
heat spreading over the radiative area. The electronic
units are black-painted to minimize thermal gradients
and uniformize the temperatures. The other parts of
the subsystem are covered with multilayer insulation
blankets (MLI). The thrusters are thermally decoupled
from space by isolating washers and from space by MLI
blanket except for the exhaust which is bare.

Conclusion
We have presented the implementation of ion propulsion for North-South station-keeping on the EUROSTAR spacecraft.The main impacts on the stationkeeping strategy, platform accommodation and other
subsystems have been examined. The selected implementations will allow to use ion propulsion on future
geostationary missions while having minimal impact on
the platform. The adaptability and versatility of the
EUROSTAR spacecraft have been demonstrated for an
application which it had not been specifically designed
to accommodate.
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